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A guinea pig for conformer selectivity and
mechanistic insights into dissociative ionization
by photoelectron photoion coincidence:
fluorocyclohexane

Xiangkun Wu,ab Xiaoguo Zhou, *b Patrick Hemberger a and Andras Bodi *a

We studied fluorocyclohexane (C6H11F, FC6) by double imaging photoelectron photoion coincidence

spectroscopy in the 9.90–13.90 eV photon energy range. The photoelectron spectrum can identify

species isomer and, in this case, even conformer selectively. Ab initio results indicated that the axial

conformer has two, close-lying cation electronic states. With the help of Franck–Condon simulations of

the vibrational fine structure, we determined the origin of three transitions, (i) axial FC6 - axial FC6+ of

C1 symmetry (X̃+, A00 in CS), (ii) equatorial FC6 - equatorial FC6+ of C1 symmetry (X̃+, A00 in CS), and

(iii) axial FC6 - A0 axial FC6+ of CS symmetry (Ã+) as 10.12 � 0.01, 10.15 � 0.01 and 10.15 � 0.02 eV,

respectively. At slightly higher energies, the FC6 cation starts fragmenting by HF loss (E0 = 10.60 eV),

followed by sequential CH3 (E0 = 10.71 eV) or C2H4 (E0 = 11.06 eV) loss. Surprisingly, the methyl-loss

step has an effective barrier of only 0.11 eV, and yet it is a slow process at threshold. Based on the statistical

model, this is explained by isomerization and stabilization of the C6H10
+ intermediate. The highest energy

channel observed, vinyl fluoride (C2H3F) loss yielding C4H8
+ appears in the breakdown diagram at 12 eV,

which agrees with the computed threshold to cyclobutane cation formation. However, the model predicted

a ca. 1 eV competitive shift for this parallel channel, i.e., an E0 = 11.23 eV. This led us to explore the potential

energy surface to find a lower-lying fragmentation channel including H-transfer steps. Rate constant

measurements and statistical modeling thus yield fundamental insights into the reaction mechanism

beyond what is immediately seen in the mass spectra.

1. Introduction

Substituted cyclohexane diastereomers are a common textbook
example of conformational behavior.1 By far the most stable
cyclohexane conformer is the chair, which exhibits the least
steric repulsion and no angular strain. In monosubstituted
cyclohexanes, the chair minimum splits into two distinctly
different stable diastereomers, as the ligand may assume an
equatorial (e-) or an axial (a-) orientation with respect to the
cyclohexane ring. In most cases, the axial conformer is less
stable because of 1,3-syn-diaxial repulsive interaction between
the bulky substituent and the axial hydrogens at C3 and C5. Steric
effects were questioned as the sole driving force for equatorial
preference, when the axial conformer was found to be dominant in
1-trifluoromethyl-1-silacyclohexane.2 Theoretical works attempted

to rationalize the surprising axial preference of numerous,
partly quite bulky ligands in cyclohexane and its analogues.3,4

Experimental works, most notably, low-temperature NMR,
gas electron diffraction and temperature-dependent Raman
spectroscopy studies continue to unveil details of the confor-
mational properties of substituted cyclohexane analogues.5,6

Photoelectron spectroscopy and dissociative photoionization
studies on monohalogenated silacyclohexanes revealed trends
in the electronic and bonding structure as a function of
halogen size.7 The Si–X bond is stronger than the C–X bond
and, as a result, only iodosilacyclohexane loses halogen-
containing neutral fragments upon dissociative ionization.
Mass spectra of halocyclohexanes suggest that hydrogen halogenide
or halogen atom loss is the first step in the fragmentation of the
parent ion.

Fluorocyclohexane (FC6) is a monosubstituted cyclohexane
and its conformational behavior has been studied by electron
diffraction,8 NMR spectroscopy,9–14 microwave spectroscopy,15,16

and IR spectroscopy.17–19 The conformational equilibrium
was also investigated computationally,20,21 complemented by
experimental methodologies.22 These studies showed that the
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equatorial conformer (e-FC6) is more stable than the axial
a-FC6 by 0.6–1.1 kJ mol�1 and the inversion energy between
the two is 40–45 kJ mol�1. This means that the abundance of
the axial isomer is approximately 40–45% at room temperature
in the gas phase. As reported in the literature23 and confirmed
by our preliminary calculations, the ambient interconversion
rate between the two is on the order of 105 s�1, meaning that
thermal equilibrium is reached within a few ms.

Photoelectron photoion coincidence (PEPICO) spectroscopy,
combined with tunable vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) synchrotron
radiation,24–26 has yielded insights with unprecedented detail
into dissociative photoionization mechanisms and energetics.27,28

It has revealed the role of electronic state in fragmentation of
small halogenated molecules,29 unveiled complex dissociation
mechanisms with parallel and sequential steps,30 provided
chemical insights into the effect of remote double bonds
on reactivity,31 and delivered accurate thermochemistry and
energetics of elusive species.32,33 PEPICO affords a very detailed
view into photoionization thanks to its multiplexing advantages34

and can even support ab initio simulation of mass spectra.35,36 By
tuning the photon energy and analyzing the electron kinetic
energy, the internal energy deposited in the parent ion is set
and internal energy selection is achieved. By virtue of coincident
photoion TOF analysis, photoion mass selected photoelectron
spectra can also be plotted, which has proven to be an isomer
selective analytical tool in the analysis of reactive mixtures.37

Isobaric species and constitutional isomers of a given stoichio-
metric formula may have significantly different ionization
energies, which allows for their isomer-selective detection
solely by photoionization mass spectrometry using tunable VUV
radiation.38,39 However, recording the photoelectron spectrum
and modeling the vibrational progressions by Franck–Condon
calculations is often advantageous to identify species isomer
selectively when their structure it is not a priori known.40

Diastereomers exhibit slightly different spectral signatures,
which can typically only be resolved using high-resolution
techniques, e.g., ZEKE.41 Nonetheless, threshold photoelectron
spectra (TPES) indicated the presence of both diastereomers,
trans and cis, of the 1-methylallyl radical in pyrolysis42 and
combustion43 environments. Such insights are worthwhile,
because, for example, catalytic semihydrogenation is a promising
technique to yield alkenes from alkynes44 and the key to
diastereomeric selectivity may lie with the reactive intermediates
involved. Preliminary calculations indicated that the ionization
energies of the axial and equatorial FC6 conformers differ by a
few tens of meV. Going one step further, the first motivation of
this work is to show if conformational isomers can also be
distinguished based on their slightly different photoelectron
spectrum at room temperature.

The fractional abundance of the parent and fragment ions is
plotted in the breakdown diagram as a function of photon
energy. If the parent ion is metastable close to the dissociative
photoionization threshold and the acceleration region is long
enough in the mass spectrometer, slow dissociation rate
constants in 103–107 s�1 range result in asymmetrical fragment
ion peak shapes and can be extracted based on the ion optics

parameters.45 Both the kinetic and the competitive shift can be
modelled in a statistical framework.46 The former originates
from that fact that a certain amount of excess energy is required
above the thermochemical threshold to raise the dissociation
rate constant high enough so that fragmentation can take place
quantitatively on the time scale of the experiment. The latter is
caused by a fast competing parallel channel with a lower-lying
threshold, which delays the appearance of the fragment ion of
interest as its formation rate has to be commensurate within
the dynamic range of the experiment with that of the lower-
lying channel.

In the light of recent results on halosilacyclohexanes,7

it is interesting to establish the dissociative photoionization
mechanism of fluorocyclohexane quantitatively, compare it
with that of fluorosilacyclohexane and discuss the chemical
changes induced by substituting a carbon for silicon. Our
second motivation is therefore to record and model the break-
down diagram and establish the fragmentation mechanism
and its driving forces in ionized fluorocyclohexane.

2. Experimental and computational

Experiments were performed at the VUV beamline of the Swiss
Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institute. The details of the beamline
and the double imaging Photoelectron Photoion Coincidence
(CRF-PEPICO) spectrometer have been described elsewhere,47,48

and the setup is only outlined here. VUV synchrotron radiation
was generated by a bending magnet, collimated, dispersed by a
grazing incidence monochromator with a 600 lines per mm
laminar grating and focused at a 200 mm exit slit in a gas filter
at an energy resolution of 2 meV at 8 eV. The gas filter was filled
with a mixture of neon, argon and krypton at a pressure of
10 mbar over an optical length of 10 cm to suppress higher-order
radiation above 14 eV. The absolute photon energy was calibrated
using autoionization lines of argon in the first and second order.

Fluorocyclohexane (Sigma-Aldrich, 97%) was kept at room
temperature and seeded into the ionization chamber through a
needle valve. In the interaction region, the VUV beam intersects
the effusive beam and ionizes the sample. Electrons and ions
are extracted in opposite directions by a constant, 125 V cm�1,
electric field. Position-sensitive delay-line anode detectors
(Roentdek, DLD40) detect electrons and ions in velocity map
imaging conditions as well as space focusing conditions for the
latter at the end of the two flight tubes in the spectrometer.
Threshold electrons with less than 2 meV kinetic energy are
projected onto the central spot of the detector and so are kinetic
energy electrons without an off-axis momentum component. The
resultant hot electron contamination of the threshold signal was
subtracted based on the signal in a small ring around the center
spot as proposed by Sztáray and Baer.49 As the electron TOF is
negligible relative to the ion TOF, electron hits are used as the
start signal for the ion TOF analysis.50 The experimental data
yield the TPES and the photoion mass-selected threshold photo-
electron spectra (ms-TPES) of the parent and daughter ions. They
are used to plot the breakdown diagram, which is modelled
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simultaneously with the time-of-flight distributions for meta-
stable dissociations.

The statistical modeling approach to dissociative photo-
ionization was described previously,46 and only key aspects
are emphasized here. The internal energy of the parent ion is
determined by the thermal energy of the neutral, the photon
energy, and the adiabatic ionization energy. In fast dissociations
without competing processes, the integral of the internal energy
distribution above the barrier yields the abundance of the
fragment ion. If the parent ion is metastable or if competing
fragmentation processes are open at the same energy, the density
of states of the parent ion and the number of states of transition
state are used to calculate the unimolecular dissociation rate
constant, according to the RRKM theory as:51–53

kðEÞ ¼ s �Nz E � E0ð Þ
h � rðEÞ ; (1)

where N‡(E � E0) is the number of states of transition state at the
excess energy, E � E0, above the dissociation barrier, E0 is the 0 K
appearance energy, r(E) is the density of states of the dissociating
ion, h is Planck’s constant, and s corresponds to the symmetry of
the reaction coordinate. The appearance energy is an adjustable
parameter and the lowest five vibrational frequencies of the
transition state are scaled by a common, fitted factor to reproduce
the experimental data. In order to obtain the internal energy
distribution of the fragment ion available in sequential dissociation
processes, the excess energy is partitioned statistically between
the fragment ion, the leaving neutral and the newly formed
rotational and translational degrees of freedom without adjust-
able parameters.

Computed vibrational frequencies, rotational constants and
appearance energies are used to construct the initial statistical
model. To provide this input, all reactants, products, inter-
mediates and transition states were located on the ground state
potential energy surface of FC6 cations using density functional
theory at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level. The energies of the
stationary points were further refined using Gaussian-4 (G4)
theory54 using the Gaussian 16 A.03 program package.55

Franck–Condon simulations were carried out by calculating
the nuclear wave function overlap between the neutral mole-
cule and the cation at room temperature within the double
harmonic approximation. The vibrational fine structure of the
first TPES band was then fitted by shifting the origin of the FC
simulations to identify ionization energies. In addition, geometry
optimizations and electronic energy calculations were carried out
at the EOM-IP-CCSD/6-311G(d) and EOM-IP-CCSD/cc-pVTZ levels
of theory, respectively, using Q-Chem 4.3.56

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Threshold photoelectron spectrum

The TPES of FC6 was recorded in the 9.90–11.30 eV photon
energy range using a step size of 4 meV and in the 11.30–13.90 eV
range using a 10 meV step size. As shown in Fig. 1(a), there is
distinct vibrational fine structure at the beginning followed by

several structureless bands. Neutral axial and equatorial FC6
conformers are nearly isoenergetic and present in close to equal
abundance. Hence, both of them contribute to the TPES during
photoionization. The neutral a-FC6 and e-FC6 conformers are of CS

symmetry, both with a00 and a0 highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) and HOMO�1, respectively (Fig. 1(b)). EOM-IP-CCSD
calculations confirmed that the ground cation state is of A00

symmetry in CS, meaning that it indeed corresponds to removing
an electron from the HOMO. However, said CS structure is a
transition state in the X̃+ state in both conformers, which relaxes
by stretching the C1–C2 bond into an asymmetric, C1 structure. In
the equatorial conformer, the vertical ionization energy to the Ã+ A0

state lies ca. 0.3 eV higher than the one to the ground A00 cation
state, but the two ionization energies are nearly equal in the axial
conformer. This near-degeneracy, however, does not affect the
validity of the EOM-IP-CCSD calculations shown in Fig. 1, because
the two states are of different symmetry. This striking difference
between the conformers can be rationalized in terms of the a0

HOMO�1 orbital being more stabilized in the equatorial conformer
as it has a more pronounced bonding character. This is best seen at
the C–H bonds between the axial hydrogens at the vicinal carbons to
the C–F group (C2 and C6) in the axial and equatorial isomer in

Fig. 1 (a) Threshold photoelectron spectrum of fluorocyclohexane in the
energy range of 9.90–13.90 eV. The sticks show the vertical ionization
energies calculated at the EOM-IP-CCSD/cc-pVTZ level for e-FC6 (upper
level) and a-FC6 (lower level). Red and blue sticks indicate A00 and A0 states,
respectively. (b1) and (b2) are the HOMO and HOMO�1 orbitals for a-FC6,
(b3) and (b4) are the HOMO and HOMO�1 orbitals for e-FC6, respectively.
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Fig. 1(b2 and b4). When the geometry of the originally A00 a-FC6+

state is optimized in C1 symmetry, the energy relaxes by 0.6 eV and
the near degeneracy of the two states is lifted, as the 1st (originally
A0) excited state lies 2 eV higher in energy. The A0 a-FC6+ excited
state geometry optimization preserves the symmetry and relaxes by
C–F bond elongation to an energy ca. 30 meV higher than the
ground, originally A00 state. However, at this geometry, the A00 state
lies almost 1.5 eV higher in energy than the A0 state. Thus, both
states are the lowest energy ones at the respective optimized
geometries by a significant margin, and ground-state calcula-
tions can be applied to address them without noteworthy spin
contamination of the unrestricted wave function.

Before discussing Franck–Condon simulations, we would
like to point out a few aspects why these findings are peculiar.
First, the quasi-degeneracy of the first two states is unique to
the axial fluorocyclohexane cation, compared to an experimentally
seen and computationally confirmed splitting of ca. 0.7 eV in
1-fluorosilacyclohexane.7 Second, the fact that two electronic
states are available close to the ionization onset of the axial
conformer and only one in the equatorial one means that, every-
thing else being constant, the ionization cross section of the axial
conformer is expected to be ca. double that of the equatorial
conformer, depending on the photoionization efficiency. Absolute
photoionization cross sections are much sought after measur-
ables to quantify absolute concentrations using photoionization
mass spectrometry, and experimental57 and theoretical58 efforts
have been invested in determining them accurately. However,
they might not be perfectly transferable quantities between experi-
ments when they depend on the molecular orientation strongly59

or, as is seen here, low-lying excited states enhance them
conformation dependently. Third, it is intriguing that the axial
and equatorial conformers are almost isoenergetic in the neutral
and cation states, meaning that one is tempted to look for highly
resolved IR, microwave or NMR signatures to tell them apart
conclusively. However, underneath the apparent equivalence,
there is a sizeable, 300 meV difference between the excitation
energy to the first excited electronic state of the axial and the
equatorial cations and further, quite fundamental differences in
the higher ionization energies, as well.

After the rising edge if the TPES, there is an almost constant
signal up to 14 eV. This is surprising and hints at overlapping
electronic and vibrational transitions. As detailed modeling the
spectrum of such a broad and congested energy range is not
within reach, we carried out EOM-IP-CCSD calculations at the
neutral geometries to predict the vertical transitions, which
indicate the approximate energy of the maximum of the corres-
ponding TPES band. These are indeed spread out and the slight
drop in intensity at around 13 eV is also quite well reproduced by
the absence of vertical transitions in this energy range. Most of
the spectral information is, however, contained in the rising edge
of the TPES, which exhibits a vibrational fine structure, which is
why we focused on modeling the low-energy part of TPES,
considering three ionizing transitions: e-FC6 - e-FC6+ (X̃+, C1),
a-FC6 - a-FC6+ (X̃+, C1), and a-FC6 - a-FC6+ (Ã+ 2A0, CS).

The Franck–Condon simulated spectra at the B3LYP/
6-311+G(d,p) level of theory at a temperature of 298 K were

convoluted with a Gaussian of 100 cm�1 full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) to account for the rotational envelope for
each of these transitions and are shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum
could not be satisfyingly reproduced assuming only one axial
transition. Instead, assuming the equal axial and equatorial
populations as well as equal absolute contribution of the three
transitions considered, the overall simulated spectrum was
obtained as the direct sum of the three components, and only
the origins were shifted to obtain the best fit with the experi-
mental spectrum.

As shown in Fig. 2, the transition of a-FC6 (CS) - a-FC6+

(X̃+, C1) has the lowest band origin at 10.11 � 0.01 eV, while the
other two transitions e-FC6 (CS) - e-FC6+ (X̃+, C1) and a-FC6
(CS) - a-FC6+ (Ã+, CS) have the almost identical band origin at
10.14 eV. Taking into account the Stark shift of 8 meV at the
constant 125 V cm�1 extraction field,60 the adiabatic ionization
energies to these final states are 10.12 � 0.01, 10.15 � 0.01 and
10.15 � 0.02 eV, respectively. These values are in serendipitous
agreement with the G4-calculated ionization energies of 10.12,
10.15 and 10.15 eV, respectively.

3.2. Threshold ionization mass spectra

Threshold photoionization TOF mass spectra were recorded in
the 9.90–13.90 eV photon energy range. Fig. 3(a) shows six
representative TOF distributions with fragment ion peaks at
m/z 82, 74, 73, 69, 67, 56, 55, 54, 43, 42 and 41. The parent ion at
m/z 102 was only observed below 10.6 eV in threshold photo-
ionization. HF loss yields the fragment ion at m/z 82 in the
lowest energy dissociation channel, which appeared gradually
as the photon energy was increased. The parent ion disappears
from the breakdown diagram within 0.6 eV of the ionization
energy. Despite the shallow potential energy well, the HF-loss
daughter ion peak exhibits a slight asymmetry (see at hn = 10.45 eV
in Fig. 3(a)), which indicates a tight transition state. The C–F
bond energy is much higher than that of C–Cl or C–Br bonds.7

This explains why, in contrast with chlorocyclohexane and
bromocyclohexane,61 no direct halogen loss could be observed

Fig. 2 TPE spectrum of fluorocyclohexane in the ground ionic band,
together with the Franck–Condon simulation of the one equatorial and
two axial states.
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in fluorocyclohexane. Fluorinated hydrocarbons have been
shown to exhibit isolated state behavior and non-statistical
fluorine atom loss at higher energies,62 but no such channel
was found in fluorocyclohexane, either. The second fragment ion

peak at m/z 67 (C5H7
+, HF + CH3 loss) was observed above

10.6 eV. As seen at hn = 11.00 eV in Fig. 3(a), this slow, sequential
dissociation step from the HF fragment ion exhibits a highly
asymmetric TOF profile at low energies. Here again, the low CH3-
loss dissociation rates together with apparently shallow potential
energy well of the HF-loss fragment suggest a tight transition
state, at least at first glance.

As the photon energy was increased, further fragment ions
appeared as seen in Fig. 3(a). Besides m/z 67 and 82, the
fragment ions m/z 54 and 56 were observed with considerable
intensity above 11.3 eV. Additional fragment ions appeared at
even higher energies, hn4 12.5 eV, at m/z 74, 73, 69, 55, 43, 42
and 41 with small (o10%) abundances. The m/z 74, 73 and 69
fragment ions may be produced by the loss of C2H4, C2H5, and
CH2F from the parent FC6+ ion, respectively. The less intense
m/z 55 fragment ion appeared almost at the same photon
energy as the m/z 56 one, with an abundance following
that of m/z 56 ion. Thus, it is possible that the two processes
share the same rate determining transition state and a later
H-transfer step is responsible for the small branching ratio
towards the m/z 55 fragment ion. The experimental data for the
highest-energy fragment ions m/z 43, 42, and 41, are insufficient
to propose a conclusive dissociation mechanism.

The fractional ion abundances belonging to the dominant
fragmentation pathways from the parent m/z 102 to the m/z 82,
67, 56, and 54 daughter ions are plotted in the breakdown
diagram in Fig. 3(b). It is interesting that, although the abundance
of the HF-loss product C6H10

+ (m/z 82) decreases as sequential
methyl loss opens up, it starts slowly rising again after 12.5 eV.
This is indicative of further HF-loss pathways from FC6+, which
may involve larger kinetic energy release, which in turn stabilizes
the fragment ion, as will be discussed later.

Based on the broad crossover region and slowly changing
abundances, the m/z 54, 56, and 67 breakdown curves in
Fig. 3(b) correspond to slowly changing rate constant ratios
and, hence, to competing fragmentation channels. There are
two candidate pathways to yield the m/z 54 and 56 ions. One is
the direct C2H5F and C2H3F loss from the FC6+ parent ion
(C6H11F, m/z 102) and the other is the sequential dissociation of
the HF-loss fragment ion m/z 82 by C2H4 and C2H2 loss,
respectively. As seen in the electron ionization mass spectra
of the C6H10 isomers in the NIST Chemistry Webbook,63 the
m/z 54 is a major C6H10

+ fragment, but the fragment ion at m/z
56 is not to be seen. Therefore, and as confirmed by calcula-
tions below, m/z 56 ions are a direct fragment of FC6+ by C2H3F
loss, while m/z 54 ions are a parallel dissociation fragment from
m/z 82 by C2H4 loss.

3.3. Initial decomposition pathways of FC6+

The dissociation steps deduced from the breakdown diagram
suggest that, similar to 1-halogenated silacyclohexanes,7 complicated
isomerization and decomposition pathways are involved in the
fragmentation of energetic FC6+ cations. C2H3F loss yielding m/z
56 could conceivably take place by two consecutive C–C bond
breaking steps in the six-membered ring, but even this process
would have to conclude by C–C bond formation as the cyclobutane

Fig. 3 (a) Threshold photoionization mass spectra of FC6 at representative
photon energies. (b) Breakdown diagram of dissociative photoionization of
fluorocyclohexane in the energy range of 9.90–13.90 eV. Open symbols
represent the experimental fractional abundances, and the solid lines show
the simulated results with the statistical model. The 0 K appearance energies
of the major fragment ions were determined and noted with the arrows. The
blue dashed line shows the m/z 67 breakdown curve as a fast dissociation
without a kinetic shift. (c) The model dissociation rate constant curves from
the respective precursors (see text) as a function of energy above the
neutral. The experiment yields absolute rate information for methyl loss
(blue) and, to a limited degree, HF loss (red). Relative rate information is
contained in the breakdown diagram for the parallel processes vinyl fluoride
loss (green) and ethylene loss (violet).
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cation is formed. Thus, the potential energy surface of the parent
and intermediate fragment ions has to be explored to find the viable
and energetically allowed reaction coordinates using constrained
optimizations scanning bond lengths and angles.

The FC6+ cation also has two conformers, a-FC6+ and e-FC6+,
at a very small energy difference, E30 meV, in the ground state.
The first excited state of a-FC6+ is isoenergetic with the ground
state e-FC6+ and is also the lowest energy state at its optimized
geometry. Assuming that the isomerization barrier between the
two is comparable to that in the neutral, the interconversion
rate constant between axial and equatorial conformers is
expected to be 105 s�1 already at room temperature at the
adiabatic ionization energy.23 Internal conversion between the
ground and first excited states in the axial conformer is
probably even faster. We have explored alternative fragmentation
paths, and, for the sake of simplicity, will be reporting the
lowest-lying transition states and using e-FC6+ cation as parent
ion to discuss dissociation mechanism here. This is appropriate
as medium-sized cations normally dissociate statistically, unless
repulsive or isolated states are involved,27,29 and the phase space
is dominated by the lowest-energy electronic state even when the
excitation energies are moderate.

Fig. 4 displays the fragmentation pathways from the FC6+

cation, leading to the m/z 82 and 56 ions. Direct C–H [13] and
C–F [12] bond fission channels are also shown for comparison
at barrier heights of 0.95 and 1.90 eV, respectively. The lowest
energy fragmentation channel to C6H10

+ + HF goes over a
transition state at a much lower barrier height of 0.36 eV.
Fluorine atom loss never becomes competitive and hydrogen
atom loss is never seen because fluorine will ‘‘grab’’ the leaving
hydrogen before enough kinetic energy can be accumulated in
the direct H-loss reaction coordinate. Thus, direct bond breaking
products cannot be observed. Tight and energetic three- and
four-membered ring transition states are associated with H
abstraction by fluorine from the geminal (a-, C1) and the vicinal
(b-, C2 and C6) carbon. Thus, the b-hydrogen is not lost from C2
and the cyclohexene cation is not an immediate product of HF
loss. As shown in Fig. 4, H-abstraction from the d position (C4)

can form the m/z 82 ion [3] and HF molecule via the transition
state [2]‡ at 0.36 eV. Similarly, the m/z 82 ion isomer [5] is
calculated to be more stable by 0.19 eV than [3], and can be
produced by H-abstraction from the g position (C3) over a
higher-lying transition state [4]‡ at 0.64 eV. The isomerization
path connecting these two HF-loss products and further, more
stable C6H10

+ isomers will be discussed later.
As established above, m/z 56 by C2H3F loss is a fragmentation

product of the parent ion [1] along with m/z 82 by HF loss. Two
pathways are shown from the e-FC6+ cation in Fig. 4. The
conceptually simple direct C–C bond fissions in the cyclohexane
ring to yield the cyclobutane ion [11] and C2H3F requires
12.00 eV. Although this energy coincides with the appearance
of m/z 56 in the breakdown diagram, the statistical model (see
below) indicated a significant competitive shift. Indeed, upon
careful observation, the m/z 56 fragment ion signal rises slowly
already at 11.75 eV. This led us to further explore the potential
energy surface in search for a lower-lying dissociation channel.
Hydrogen transfer barriers over the intact six-membered FC6+

ring between carbon atoms require at least 11.89 eV, which is
higher than the HF formation transition state or the ring-
opening barrier. Therefore, processes competing with HF loss
will start with ring opening, which may be followed by hydrogen
transfers in the resulting, more floppy carbon chain. Transition
state [6]‡ has been found to yield the m/z 56 fragment ion at
already 11.61 eV. The ring-opening intermediate [7] undergoes
H-transfer from a CH2 group to the terminal carbon atom over
transition state [8]‡ at 11.34 eV. While it has no bearing on the
mechanism here, we would like to point out that the transition
state [8]‡, located in the B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) geometry optimization
step, evaluates to a lower energy than the precursor [7]. Such small
energy differences at a more advanced level of theory than that of
the geometry optimization may be indicative of a flat portion of the
potential energy surface.64,65 The next intermediate, [9] at 10.74 eV,
can lose C2H3F to yield the 1-butene m/z 56 ion [10]. Although this
bond fission is strongly endothermic, the activation energy is still
lower than the barrier of ring opening. In fact, it is likely that the
other H-transfer isomers of m/z 56, i.e., cis-2-butene and trans-2-
butene may also be produced from [9] over the same rate-
determining barrier at transition state [6]‡.

3.4. Sequential dissociation pathways from m/z 82

With the increasing photon energy, the HF-loss fragment ions
at m/z 82, [3] and [5], may become energetic enough to undergo
sequential dissociation. From Fig. 5, the methyl-loss product
at m/z 67, [17], can form through a series of hydrogen transfer
and ring contraction processes at 10.70 eV. Our calculations
confirmed the reaction coordinate from [5] to [17] as proposed
by Bouchoux et al. for the dissociation of cationic cyclo-
hexene.66 The submerged transition states are not expected to
limit the dissociation rate and the appearance energy of [17]
is determined by its energy. However, the system passes the
low-lying intermediate [16] along the reaction coordinate. As
confirmed by the statistical model (see below), this explains the
kinetic shift observed in sequential methyl loss, as the effective
potential energy well is more than 1.5 eV deep, increasing the

Fig. 4 The initial fragmentation pathways of fluorocyclohexane cation to
produce the fragment ions of m/z 82 and 56, as well as the direct C–F and
C–H bond fissions, where the energies relative to e-FC6 are evaluated
with the G4 composite method.
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density of states of the reactant and thereby lowering the
dissociation rate (see eqn (1)). In fact, the slow dissociation
rates are proof that the system explores the phase space and
intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) takes place in the
[16] potential energy well instead of bypassing it and proceeding
directly to [17].

Another sequential fragment of the m/z 82 daughter ion
C6H10

+ is the m/z 54 fragment ion by sequential ethylene loss
(28 amu). Although the cyclohexene cation [19] is not a direct
fragmentation product of the parent ion, both direct products
[3] and [5] can readily isomerize and yield [19] at 9.42 eV.
Bouchoux et al. suggested that the cyclohexene ion undergoes a
retro-Diels–Alder reaction to yield cis-1,3-butadiene cation [23]
(m/z 54),66 for which we calculated a dissociative photoionization
energy of 11.36 eV using G4. We have also found a lower-lying
dissociation pathway yielding the more stable trans-1,3-butadiene
cation [22] at 11.20 eV after surmounting the submerged ring
opening transition state [20]‡ at 11.15 eV and passing the inter-
mediate minimum [21] at 10.83 eV.

The region of the [3] - [14]‡ - [5] - [18]‡ - [19] path is
poorly represented on the potential energy surface in Fig. 5. The
G4 energies for the isomerization of the immediate HF-loss
products to the deep-well minimum cyclobutene from [3] are
monotonically downhill despite two transition states along
the way. In contrast to [7] - [8]‡ - [9] (Fig. 4) or previously
discussed slightly too low energy transition states,64,65 the
almost 100 meV drop in energy for [5] - [18]‡ indicates more
than just a ‘‘flat’’ part of the potential. In addition to B3LYP, we
used the M06-2X and oB97-XD functionals with the def2-TZVPP
basis set and the Synchronous Transit-Guided Quasi-Newton
(STQN) method67 to explore these interconversion paths. These
methods predict a monotonously downhill path from [5] to [19],
but some predict a barrier for [3] - [14]‡ - [5]. The most
trustworthy, although not fully converged, pathway was determined
using coupled cluster singles and doubles, CCSD/6-311++G(d,p).

This predicts [5] to be a minimum at 10.50 eV (G4 single-point
energy referenced to [19] without zero-point energy), which
forms [3]‡ at 10.53 eV, which then isomerizes by synchronous
H-transfers to [19]. However, when the [3] structure was further
explored, we could find a minimum at 10.51 eV, as well. If static
electron correlation is large or if the Born–Oppenheimer approxi-
mation does not hold, such ab initio tools are insufficient to
tackle the six-membered ring isomerization paths on the C6H10

+

potential energy surface. Thanks to the statistical model, we
are nevertheless able to determine that (1) the prompt product of
HF loss is predominantly a high-energy C6H10

+ isomer and (2)
methyl loss proceeds from an equilibrated structure in the [16]
potential energy well.

3.5. Dissociative photoionization model

Based on the insights gained by exploring by potential energy
surface, as guided by the breakdown diagram, we set up a
statistical model to determine the experimental 0 K appearance
energies, i.e., the dissociative photoionization reaction energies
when the fragmentation is energetically allowed at the product
energies and the activation energies otherwise.46 The lowest-
energy decomposition channel is the loss of a HF molecule
from FC6+, and the 0 K appearance energy of the m/z 82 ion is
determined as 10.60 � 0.06 eV (Fig. 3(b)). This value is
consistent with the theoretically predicted activation energy
of [2]‡ at 10.51 eV. The next major product ion, m/z 67 is formed
by sequential methyl loss, and the fragment ion peak is
markedly asymmetric at low photon energies. No physically
meaningful statistical model would predict slow dissociation
rates when the phase space volume of the reactant was calculated
using the energy and vibrational frequencies of the immediate
HF-loss products. However, when the density-of-states function,
r(E), of the dissociating ion (see eqn (1)) was based on the deep-
well intermediate [16], the rates as well as the breakdown curves
were fitted easily. The experimental E0(C5H7

+) at 10.71 � 0.06 eV
(Fig. 3(b)) is in exact agreement with the calculated value of
10.70 eV (Fig. 5). This confirms that (i) IVR takes place and the
system is equilibrated in [16] prior to methyl loss and, (ii) since
the width of the breakdown diagram is well reproduced by the
statistical model, the kinetic energy release in the HF-loss step is
very close to being statistical.36 Thus, we can rule out that the
most stable HF-loss C6H10

+ isomers [16] and [19] are direct
products of HF loss after the system passes a large reverse barrier.
However, the rebounding m/z 82 signal at high photon energies
may indicate that a small fraction of HF loss proceeds directly
to these and is accompanied by suprastatistical kinetic energy
release.

Above 11.25 eV, the m/z 56 and 54 fragment ions appear
as products of C2H3F loss from FC6+ and C2H4 loss from the
HF-loss fragment ion, C6H10

+ (m/z 82), respectively. As a
competitive channel of dissociation of FC6+, the m/z 56 ion
intensity rises very slowly near threshold, indicating a large
competitive shift. The rate information for HF loss is poorly
constrained because the FC6+ parent ion is only very slightly
metastable. The rise of m/z 56 is determined by the rate constant
ratios and is extrapolated to E0(C4H8

+) = 11.23 � 0.1 eV, which is

Fig. 5 The sequential dissociation pathways of the m/z 82 ion to produce
the fragment ions of m/z 67 and 54. Low-lying intermediates for [5] - [15]‡

and [16] - [17] are skipped for clarity. The energies of intermediates and
transition states are calculated using the G4 composite method, relative to
the equatorial conformer of neutral fluorocyclohexane.
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significantly lower than the calculated value of 11.61 eV. A
possible reason for this discrepancy may be that the HF-loss
rates rise less steeply than predicted by the statistical model.

The 1,3-butadiene ion (m/z 54) is also formed in a parallel
process in a sequential dissociation of the m/z 82 ion. Our
calculations indicate that it is not the direct cis product of a
retro-Diels–Alder reaction but corresponds to the trans isomer
produced via an isomerization process. The appearance threshold
of E0(C4H6

+) is determined as 11.06� 0.1 eV in experiment, which
is moderately lower than the calculated value, 11.20 eV, indicating
again that the RRKM model may overestimate the competitive
shift, possibly for similar reasons as it was found to overestimate
kinetic shifts.68

When the a-carbon C1 is exchanged for silicon in 1-fluoro-
silacyclohexane, it not only lifts the quasidegeneracy of the first
ion electronic states (see above), but it also has a profound
effect on the dissociative photoionization mechanism.7 The
silicon-containing fragment holds the positive charge and,
thanks to the strong Si–F bond, it keeps the fluorine bound,
too. The dominant fragmentation channel of C5H11SiF+ is C2H4

loss, which is conceptually similar to the weaker, parallel C2H3F
loss observed in C6H11F+. However, ethylene loss from the
silicon-containing ring takes place after ring opening over a
Z2-bonded intermediate, in which the silicon forms a three-
centered bond with the leaving ethylene molecule. The carbonaceous
analogue would suffer from angular strain, and, instead, vinyl
fluoride is lost after ring opening and H-transfer steps, which leads
to the 1-butene cation. Thus, while the electronic structure of
fluorosilacyclohexane is, by and large, similar to that of fluoro-
cyclohexane, the fragmentation processes are fundamentally
different.

4. Conclusions

Photoelectron photoion coincidence experiments of FC6 were
conducted in the 9.90–13.90 eV photon energy range. Franck–
Condon simulations based on DFT calculations and supported
by EOM-IP-CCSD results identified the ionization energy for
three transitions: (i) a-FC6 (CS, A0) - a-FC6+ (C1, A00 in CS), (ii)
e-FC6 (CS, A0) - e-FC6+ (C1, A00 in CS) and (iii) a-FC6 (CS, A0) -
a-FC6+ (CS, A0) at 10.12� 0.01, 10.15� 0.01 and 10.15� 0.02 eV,
respectively. The a0 HOMO�1 in e-FC6 has a more pronounced
bonding character than in a-FC6, which explains its stabilization
and the large, ca. 300 meV difference in the corresponding
ionization energy to the Ã+ 2A0 state. Thus, otherwise almost
isoenergetic diastereomers may exhibit large energy differences
in certain electronic states. Furthermore, the quasi degeneracy of
the first two cation states in a-FC6+ means that the ionization
cross section of a-FC6 is expected to be ca. twice of that of e-FC6,
which is a first example of an inferred, strongly conformer-
dependent ionization cross section.

The breakdown diagram was analyzed to unveil the dissocia-
tive photoionization mechanism, and ab initio calculations were
carried out to explore the reaction pathways. The FC6+ cation
dominantly dissociates by two parallel channels to produce

m/z 82 (HF loss, E0 = 10.60 eV vs. G4 value of 10.51 eV) and
m/z 56 (C2H3F loss, E0 = 11.23 eV vs. G4 calculated value of
11.61 eV) fragment ions. From m/z 82, two sequential dissociation
channels lead to m/z 67 (CH3 loss E0 = 10.71 eV vs. G4 value of
10.70 eV) and 54 (C2H4 loss, E0 = 11.06 eV vs. G4 calculated value
of 11.20 eV). The statistical model can only reproduce the m/z 67
breakdown curve if the density of states of the m/z 82 intermediate
is calculated from the [16] minimum. The good fit assuming
statistical kinetic energy release indicates that HF-loss directly
yields high-energy C6H10

+ isomers, which then isomerize to more
stable ones and undergo IVR prior to further dissociation.
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